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Descriptive Summary

Title: Mary Garatti Photo Collection
Dates: 2003-2004
Collection Number: RG 1000 ACC 04-034
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 3 binders
Repository: Yolo County Archives
Woodland, California 95695
Abstract: A photo collection donated by Mary Garatti. Location A4.5
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is available for research.
Publication Rights
Copyright has been assigned to the Yolo County Archives. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Archives. Permission for publication is given on behalf of the Yolo County Archives as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the researcher.
Preferred Citation
Mary Garatti Photo Collection. Yolo County Archives
Scope and Content of Collection
Contains various photos of towns and locations around Yolo County along with several vintage-styled produce posters.